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Reaching 100k organic followers with our LGBTQIA+ Influencer's account
@arif_and_ricky after a year an a half, has been the most exciting and rewarding
achievement we've experienced as content creators.
Exciting because we've met so many wonderful and diverse people from all over
the world, and rewarding because it has given us the chance to leave our 9 to 5
job and start our Personal Branding business.
We are all obsessed with numbers. 100k followers was our goal, and we've
worked our asses off to get there. But you know what? Paradoxically, we realized
that numbers do not matter. Yes, you've read correctly! Let us tell you why
before we dive into our SECRET INSTAGRAM HASHTAG STRATEGY.
Whatever product you want to sell using Instagram as your main tool, even if it is
"you" as an Influencer, won't be successful if you get "non-engaging" followers.
Instagram is a social media platform. You need to be social, as well as your
followers need to be social with you, engaging with you.
Engagement is EVERYTHING, and Instagram gives value to accounts that have
that. There is no way for you to cheat, the app knows everything that happens
within your account, and it will or will not share your content depending on your
engagement. As simple as that.
Because of all that, hashtags are so important. But wait, wait, wait... Do you know
what hashtags are for? Just in case you don't, let's give you a little explanation:
Instagram algorithms are artificially intelligent, mathematic brains that work as
librarians. Imagine if a librarian forgot to put back a book on the right shelf...
Nobody would ever be able to find that book again. Hashtags work in the same
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way. The algorithm groups the posts using the information that you give
(hashtags among other things) to help them get discovered.
If you don't have a clear hashtag strategy, or if you don't use hashtags at all, your
growth will be much slower.
Of course you see loads of Influencers that don't use hashtags. There are two
reasons for that:
1. They are famous, therefore their followers (and even no-followers) are going
to check out their posts regardless.
2. Instagram takes more things than hashtags into consideration, to share your
content.
There is no solid reason for you not to make the most of this advantage! It is a
win-win situation! Our SECRET INSTAGRAM HASHTAG STRATEGY is what has
really helped us get where we are now.
Did you know that every hashtag has its own "profile"? And that you can follow it
and moreover, should aim to appear in the first 9 posts of it?
Imagine that you appear, even for a few minutes, on the first 9 posts of the
hashtag #igers (short form of "Instagrammers"), which at the moment is one of
the biggest hashtags in the world with 293 million posts! Being one of the
biggest hashtags in the world, means that a ridiculous amount of people is
constantly checking out its profile or even following it. That is to say, all of those
people will see your post when they scroll down their feed!
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Do you know what? We've appeared on the first 9 post on #igers, several times.
And also, in many other "first 9 posts of hashtags" profiles. We don't tell you this
to brag, but for you to understand the importance of ranking in hashtags profiles.
Most of our following has come from that, and now, we are going to tell you how
to do it yourself.
Ranking on hashtags profiles is as important as appearing on the "explore" page
of your ideal client/follower's accounts. A good hashtag strategy will definitely
help you achieve that!
We want to make it as clear as possible, so we will divide our SECRET
INSTAGRAM HASHTAG STRATEGY in x steps. Do not miss any of them!
To start seeing proper results, you'll have to follow this Strategy at least for 3
months. This is because Instagram's algorithms need time to understand your
behaviour. You need to be consistent! Not just in amount, but also in timing!
Steps:
1. Once you have found your niche, or as we call it, your X Factor, you'll need
to go to 10 accounts similar to yours and gather all the hashtags from their
last 12 posts. Important: When you add them to your list, remember to write
down the number of posts that hashtag has (to check that, you'll need to put
all the hashtags one by one in the Instagram's "search bar") Also, get rid of all
the hashtags that don't match your niche.
2. Hopefully you are now in front of a list of at least 1000 hashtags (we know,
it's a lot, but who said this was going to be easy!) Now you have to divide
them in:
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- Smaller than 10k.
- Between 10k and 100k.
- Between 100k and 250k.
- Between 250k and 1M.
- More than 1M.
3. Once that is done, make as many lists as times you post a week. For
example, we post 5 times a week, therefore we have 5 lists. On each list you
need to include 8 hashtags:
- 2 smaller than 10k.
- 2 between 10k and 100k.
- 2 between 100k and 250k.
- 1 between 250k and 1M.
- 1 of more than 1M.
You will be using those lists for the next 3 months. Then you'll have to do
research again, although you might not need to change everything, and just
twitch a little here and there. But the work is not done yet!
4. Now it is when the TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR does its job. Follow
all the steps explained both in the section "What is the TIMELESS
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR" (in the main pdf) and "How to use this Workbook" (in
the Workbook pdf), and add one of your new lists of hashtags to the ones
you'll be using for that specific day.
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IMPORTANT!
A good idea is to title your hashtags lists with the day of the week you are going
to use them. So that your Monday list, for instance, is the one you will be using
every Monday for the next 3 months, plus the hashtags you'll find the day of the
week you plan your next week's posts (considering that you plan week by week,
but you can plan every two weeks or even monthly.)
Do not use more than 15 hashtags! And most importantly, they need to verse
around your niche and/or that specific day's post!

There you are!
Our step-by-step SECRET INSTAGRAM HASHTAG STRATEGY!

If you think you need further help, don't hesitate and book a
FREE strategy session with us clicking here.
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